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rubric for presentation

task description: with a partner, determine the best five skills and strategies in promoting mental health wellness in individuals. you may present your ideas in a three-minute skit, video or oral presentation.

criteria weight

content 50% □ accurate □ appropriate □ detailed □ organized □ full understanding of topic □ mostly accurate □ mostly appropriate □ mostly detailed □ mostly organized □ good understanding of topic □ partially accurate □ partially appropriate □ partially detailed □ partially organized □ fair understanding of topic □ inaccurate □ inappropriate □ not detailed □ unorganized □ does not understand topic

verbal skills 20% □ speaks clearly □ projects voice □ pronounces all words correctly □ no vocalized pauses (uh, um, well) □ speaks clearly most of the time □ projects voice most of the time □ pronounces words correctly most of the time □ 1-5 vocalized pauses □ speaks somewhat clearly □ projects voice somewhat □ pronounces some words incorrectly □ 6-9 vocalized pauses □ speaks unclearly □ weak voice projection □ incorrect pronunciation □ 10 or more vocalized pauses □ does not look at audience □ expressionless □ no hand gestures shown □ sits, slumps, sways

non-verbal skills 20% □ utilizes eye contact well □ appropriate facial expressions (smiles, appears interested) □ appropriate hand gestures □ exhibits good posture; stands up straight with both feet on the ground □ some eye contact □ some appropriate facial expressions □ some appropriate hand gestures □ exhibits good posture most of the time □ rarely uses eye contact □ very few facial expressions □ very few appropriate hand gestures □ poor posture most of the time □ does not look at audience □ expressionless □ no hand gestures shown □ sits, slumps, sways

mechanics/visual aids 10% □ correct grammar usage □ correct spelling □ graphics and pictures are attractive and support theme □ correct grammar most of the time □ 1-2 spelling errors □ a few graphics are unattractive □ sometimes uses poor grammar □ 3-5 spelling errors □ graphics and pictures are unattractive □ uses poor grammar □ 6 or more spelling errors □ graphics and pictures detract from presentation

assignment score ___________ + beyonder/bonus ______________ = final score ______________